MENTAL FROM THE HORSE’S MOUTH …
MENTAL DISORDERS—ALL INCLUDED—PHEW! …
Our Asylum? The So Loved World Of Our Habitat—Pause To Think Of
That …
•

Shall Be The Title For Next Booklet

Yes—I’m Crazy But I’m Not Dangerous—Thank Goodness! …
Friday, July 5, 2019 at 8:53 am.
O but You are an AWESOME YAH! What an awesome Yah I serve. Since You finish shaking all that could
be shaken out of me a few days ago? Things cannot go any better for me!

All Coming Together Without A Hitch—WOW! …
Me? I’m just riding the gravy-train. Flowing with the wind of Your Mighty Loving Spirit within me! What
a ride! WEEEEeee!

Number One In Your Agenda? Unique Way To Format The Books…
O but this is FUN! To come up with something out of the ordinary? Without even trying? What a
mystery! For sure the solutions to all my problems been coming—me?

Always, How Did That Happen? …
Been dealing with computers hard/software since 1985. The question been asked since then because at
that time? No instructions other than the still unchangeable F1 for help.
•

•

•

Boot legged copy of WordPerfect for DOS. (Don’t worry. I’m out of the boot-legging business!
It’s a bad business!) Anyhow? My Radio Shack Tandi 1000 came alive with a beautiful blue
screen—nothing but the mini F1 in the upper right corner.
Hey! Did I have a mouse? I don’t remember. What I do remember is my total bewilderment!
How on earth did I managed to click the little F1 quietly sitting up there? I never know but click I
did, and?
Hey! Instructions at last! How to create-named-select-close-open-copy-paste-delete files!
WOW! I went to town—a happy camper! I thought I had arrived!

What Happened Next It’s Hilarious To Me To This Day …
The feared boss’ wife honored me with the question, ‘Do you know how to delete files?’ quickly came
my answer, ‘SURE DO!’ ‘Well, delete these files for me.’
•

In no time I selected and hit the key to DELETE! POOF! The computer screen turned solid black.
Tried to close and open it to no avail. I stood there with my mouth open but not a word coming
out of it.

•

The wife gathered the machine. She headed for a tech. I had deleted the command cmd main
file for all things to be done in computers to this date. Duh! No comment.

I Went Home. I Promised Myself To Learn All There Was To Learn About
The Computer’s Trade …
Of course, no Internet that I could access for learning. How did I learn? Prayer. Books. Picking
Computer’s experts’ brains.

That Was The Beginning Of My Computer Saga.…
Friday, July 5, 2019 at 8:38 pm.
Fun memories never forgotten, but! Right now? Not feeling good at all. No matter, I am not bent out of
shape about it. Food came. Not hungry. Will try to sleep. I’ll eat and do whatever when wake up.

What Is It? What To Do My Master? …
Friday, July 5, 2019 at 11:10 pm.
I hurt from head to toe. It’s a hot night. Don’t know what to eat or drink. I don’t know what to think. But
I know You never give me any more than what I can take. Perhaps do graphics?

Flash Memories That Gives Chills To Our Bodies—Trauma In Our Brains …
Saturday, July 6, 2019 at 12:06 am.
They called it Mental Insanity. The truth? It’s now coming to light. Hardly anyone wants to hear it, but!
Until we mind the facts of our existence? We shall remain insane, that’s the truth. What’s the fact?

The Fact? We People Are Destroyed For Lack Of Knowledge Of The
Creator’s Law …
There! That’s the fact, but! Who really minds such fact? Yet let no man strive, neither let any man
reprove another—do not waste your time in mutual recriminations, says the Master. Why?

Because As It’s Written? The Contention Is With The People’s Leaders …
Saturday, July 6, 2019 at 12:49 am.
Thank goodness! I’m sleepy. Heading for bed. I am up. I’m still hurting. What is it that is causing me this
pain my Master? Help me! Show and give me the power to abide by Your instructions.

You Know Exactly The How, The Why Of All Things …
Saturday, July 6, 2019 at 5:41 am.
And You promised to reveal those things unto me as You see fit to do. I beseech You, give me the power
to wait on You without bickering or despair.

Back To The Point Of Mental Insanity …
Will reflect on the matter while I take care of my chores. Despite pain and misery? You have empowered
me to go on. I cannot give up.

Break Time. Time To Reflect. The Time’s Insanity …
Saturday, July 6, 2019 at 2:03 pm.
Master? You brought to my attention Your words recorded through the pages of the many versions of
Your written words available nowadays. One passage, quote:
Yet let no man strive, neither let any man reprove [another--do not waste your time
in mutual recriminations], for with you is My contention, O priest.
And you shall stumble in the daytime, and the [false] prophet also shall stumble with
you in the night; and I will destroy your mother [the priestly nation]. [Exo 19:6]
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge; because you [the priestly nation]
have rejected knowledge, I will also reject you that you shall be no priest to Me;
seeing you have forgotten the law of your God, I will also forget your children. Hosea
4:17-19. End of quote.

We Must Remember Those Words Are Addressed To Our Ancestors …
Saturday, July 6, 2019 at 9:49 pm.
Yes! We are the descendants of Abraham now populating the whole earth. Even so? We have lost our
identity. Much to share of what the Spirit been revealing to me lately. I’ll do as the Spirit leads.

Right now I must go to sleep
Sunday, July 7, 2019 at 12:15 am.
It’s a new day. In silence, I worship You. It’s a hot night. At least You gave me some sleep. The cramps in
my leg woke me up. You know all about it.

We Lack Knowledge Of Our Creator And His Ways. We Do Not Lack
Human Knowledge …
It’s a tragic fact, but! That’s how the Creator designed it to be. Me? I quit all my shenanigans to educate
and show my myself approved. Why?
•

Because the more I learned by the power of my human mind? The dumber I became. Dumb and
arrogant. Human knowledge puffs one up. Quote:
And I gave my mind to know [practical] wisdom and to discern [the character of]
madness and folly [in which men seem to find satisfaction]; I perceived that this also
is a searching after wind and a feeding on it. [1Th 5:21]
For in much [human] wisdom is much vexation, and he who increases knowledge
increases sorrow. Ecclesiastes 1:17-18. End of quote.

I’m Totally Blown Away This Day! …
Sunday, July 7, 2019 at 10:34 am.

To begin with? You quickened the date to me this day. Let’s see. What’s the meaning of the numbers on
the date this day? Most peculiar? You set my eyes on the last number 34. What it means? I wondered.

You Sent Me To Search. My Finding Is What Blew Me Away This Day …
About the title, Mental From The Horse’s Mouth …Mental Disorders—All Included—Phew! Because I
been labeled as Mentally Insane since 1985.

Well? This Day You Revealed To Me The Truth About My Mentality.
Wow!
That’s why You sent me to search the meaning of number 34. What a revelation to make me forget all
the misery in my life. To lift me up to the reality of who I really am to the minute of this day.

My Source? The Scriptures …
Been reading the Bible since 1974. Since then numbers in my reading always intrigued me. Then I
recently discovered Brad Scott’s NUMBERS – GEMATRIA. The Design of Scripture
Most of my quotes are from Brad Scott’s NUMBERS – GEMATRIA. The Design of Scripture as per my
master’s leading, but! Some numbers I cannot find there.
•
•

Now, about the following quote comes from the Affinity Numerology site. I do not endorse such
sites because the Spirit within me gives me the wisdom to question their sources.
Will continue. Must hit the bed. Sunday, July 7, 2019 at 10:58 pm

Well? I do not endorse the site, but! I could not find the number 34 in the GEMATRIA. The Design of
Scripture, so I was led to that site. This is what I found. Quote:
The number 34
Introspection is the prominent resonance of the number 34.
It's also creative and highly intelligent. Its interests reside in both science and
spirituality. In addition to creative approaches, 34 incorporates pragmatism for
reaching goals.
The number 34 has clear access to inner wisdom. 34 is also intuitive. It interprets its
wisdom and intuition creatively, seldom getting bogged down in unworkable details
when considering solutions to problems.
…. To better understand the essence of 34, let's have a look at its composition and the
number it is reduced to. The number 34 is composed of the digits 3 and 4, and is
reduced to the single digit 7:
3+4 = 7
Thus, the numerology number 34 essence is based on the essence of the number 7. It
also contains the essence of the individual digits. See these articles for number
interpretations of the single-digit essence of the number 34 and the digits 34 is
composed of:

Number 3 Meaning: The Design of Scripture
The Number Three - Completion and Manifestation
Number 4 Meaning: The Design of Scripture
The Number Four - Creation and the World
Number 7 Meaning: The Design of Scripture
The Number Seven - Completeness and Rest
The digit the number is reduced to (the digit 7 in this case) always has more force or
capacity than the digits of the number being reduced.
Thus, the 34 essence contains the 7's essence, such as introspection, intuition, and
wisdom, plus a dose of the 3's essence, such as creative expression, inspiration, and
tolerance, plus a dose of the 4's essence, such as pragmatism, conscientiousness, and
a focus on building a secure foundation for the future, this blend resulting in an
essence unique.
The 34 essence is knowledge of self. There is introspection and study and analyzing
and accumulation of wisdom. There's also imagination, creativity, optimism, and a
dynamism that's felt by others.
In social situations with a 34 present, others find their energy and outlook on life
uplifted, their inner creativeness awakened, their future appearing brighter.
The number 34 has wisdom gained through knowledge of self as its priority. There's
an ongoing urge to accumulate wisdom. Perfection and beauty are important.
Quality is appreciated.
Goals generally have specific steps associated with them for their accomplishment.
Imagine being intuitively connected to ancient wisdom and knowing yourself in
relation to that wisdom. Both the analytical and spiritual aspects of yourself are
known and accepted. Issues in life are approached with an element of creativity,
especially when expressing concepts to others. There is continuing analysis of self in
relation to events and circumstances.
That's 34.

Article Written By A Man. Inspired By The Author Of Number 34, Or, Is
It? …
Sunday, July 7, 2019 at 2:49 pm.
Break time. Again, the minutes number 49 pops up. I searched. What is the meaning of number 49?
Short quote:

•

The numerology number 49 is a number of focus — a focus on building a secure foundation for
the future and boosting the welfare of humanity.

Will Reflect On This When I Wake Up Next.
Sleep Sunday, July 7, 2019 at 3:45 pm. O well! It’s hot. I couldn’t sleep, but! It came to me while on bed,
‘what’s with all these numbers’ meaning? It’s all beyond me.

I Must Wait Until You Confirm These Matters To Me …
Sunday, July 7, 2019 at 4:26 pm.
I refuse to get involved in the spirituality wave sweeping the world with all those terms of energy—the
Universe—angels—and more. My focus is on You, my Master. I am going on with working on the book
covers.

That’s My Take For This Day …
Sunday, July 7, 2019 at 9:30 pm.
In the meantime? It’s coming to me to close this portion of my saga. Next to create a PDF to share in the
site.

New Day For New Me …
Monday, July 8, 2019 at 1:55 am.
What numbers in the minutes of this new day for new me! O my Master! The complete date at a glance
signifies the wonderful new beginning for me by the power of Your love and wisdom!

So Be It! New Day. New Beginning Again. New Book To Record It All Is
Coming …
The words in those quotes are exactly what my Master has seared in my soul, but that does not mean
that I am to divert my focus from my Master. On the contrary.

These Days Are Extremely Dangerous. No Matter Who Believes It Or Not.
We have an enemy who aims to destroy us. We human beings are not a match for the wiles of that
enemy. Now more than ever before? We need the protection from the Almighty Creator of our beings.

That’s Not My Assumption Or Prediction. That’s The Fact.
That’s that!
Much love to all, thiaBasilia.

